lib.fluidContent should be a reference to lib.contentElement

Status: Rejected
Priority: Should have
Assignee: 
Category: 
Target version: next-patchlevel
TYPO3 Version: 8
PHP Version: 
Tags: 

Description
lib.fluidContent is defined for compatibility with CMS7 in CMS8 and was created by a copy of lib.contentElement.

To make sure changes to lib.fluidContent or lib.contentElement are recognized by each other lib.contentElement should not be copied to lib.fluidContent instead it's defined by a reference now.

History
#1 - 2018-04-12 18:09 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/56642

#2 - 2018-04-12 18:20 - Benjamin Kott
- Status changed from Under Review to Rejected

risk is too high breaking existing instances relying on lib.fluidContent, this change is a massive change of behavior. to protect existing instances we will not change this behavior for current LTS.

if someone wants that behavior its easy to integrate for themselves.